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We welcome you to be a part of this lively festival.

Things to See and Do
The Matsutake Festival gives the cheerful Uraps a
reason to celebration and have some fun with the
festival spanning three days from August 24 to 25.
After an exciting day of picking mushrooms with the
people of Ura, learn about their art and crafts, their
traditional lifestyle, folk songs and dances, regional
food and drink. Participate in the song and dance,
glitter and gaiety as the villagers gather in the festival
arena, in full costume. Sample freshly gathered
mushrooms; try some wild honey or high altitude
medicinal herbs and potions, along with other local
dishes of wheat and barley. Shop for textiles, cane,
bamboo and other regional
products.
Take a step back in time and stay in a charming
traditional home
and experience the welcome of some of the world’s
most hospitable people. For a truly relaxing night, try
one of the open air hot mineral baths in a traditional
tub fragranced by ara!

Getting There
From the airport at Paro one can either i) take the 30
minute domestic flight to Bumthang or ii) drive to
Thimphu or Wangdi, stay overnight and drive to Ura
the next day. Allow for four days of travel time
(including return) if you are travelling by road.
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Tourism Council of Bhutan,
Post Box: 126, GPO,
Thimpu, Bhutan,
Tel: +975 2 323251/323252
Fax: +975 2 323695
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Regional
Background

The Ura
Matsutake
Festival
Celebrate alongside the people of Ura as yet
another mushroom season begins , bringing
with it the opportunity not only to sample
some truly delicious meals but to cultivate a
deeper insight into the rhythms of
Bhutanese village life. Learn to identify and
harvest the fabled wild Matsutake
mushrooms of Bhutan. Prized by gourmets in
Japan, this fungi is native to the forests of Ura
valley in central Bhutan. Hike the valley’s
fragrant trails and give in to the thrill of
discovering your own private patch of this
most coveted of mushrooms. And if you tire
of the traditional mushroom hunt, head over
to the region’s exquisite temples and
monasteries which rank among the most
prized treasures of Bhutan.
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The local climate in Ura and nearby valleys
provide the perfect growing conditions for this
abundant clusters of the mushroom in the
undergrowth. Set in the cultural heartland of
Bumthang the broad valley of Ura is at a height
of 3,100 meters. It is the highest of the four
valleys that make up the district and one of the
most scenic and tranquil regions of the
kingdom. The community of Ura consists of
some 50 clustered family homes with cobbled
walkways that give the distinct feeling of having
stepped back in time. Not surprising since some
of the oldest Bhutanese monasteries are to be
found in this valley. Once ruled by a line of
chieftains known as the Ura Dhung, the Uraps
are primarily yak and sheep herders. In recent
years, farming has become another major
occupation and the cultivation of wheat, barley
and potatoes is predominant.
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